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POSSIBILITIES TO DEVELOP THE WINE TOURISM 
 

POSIBILITĂŢI DE DEZVOLTARE A TURISMULUI VITICOL 
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The wine tourism involves advantages for all products and connected 
services suppliers with multiplication effect at area level. Entrepreneurs 
have not investigated enough yet the synergic effects induced by the 
combined promotion of export offers of tourism, wine, ecological 
agriculture, glass manufactory and traditional handicrafts. That is why it 
is necessary to create these synergies by means of business alliances 
between companies and associates acting especially at regional level.  
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1. Concept of wine tourism 
Wine tourism is a form of behavior of consumers based on the 

attraction of wine and grape vine areas, a development and marketing 
strategy of the wine industry and destinations where the vineyards and the 
wine related experiences are the main attractions.  

The wine tourism may be analyzed from various points of view: of 
the consumer’s, the wine manufacturer’s, the public authorities involved in 
developing the tourism sector, as well as from the perspective of all services 
suppliers usually involved in supplying infrastructure and connected 
services for the touristic product. All these actors compose the wine tourism 
service system. For the consumers/tourists the motivations shall be: judge 
the wine’s flavor; natural landscapes; shopping; learning; leisure; 
Organizing some activities related to the wine tourism sector involves: 
preserving resources; research & planning; creating themes (wine’s roads); 
marketing; special events; educating visitors. The suppliers involved in wine 
tourism activities are: transporters; accommodation services suppliers; 
catering suppliers; vineyards; guides/ tourism agencies; retail networks; 
special events. 
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2. Advantages of wine tourism 
The wine tourism involves advantages for all products and 

connected  services suppliers, as any other form of tourism, involving the 
so-called multiplication effect at the level of the involved area. As far as the 
wine manufacturers are concerned, the wine tourism generates certain 
consistent advantages: increase of wine sales; education of visitors so as to 
increase fidelity for the wine trade mark; attraction of new consumers 
sectors; increase of profit (because of the elimination of distribution chain, 
as the distribution is direct); free testing of new products or sorts on small 
groups of consumers. So, from this point of view, the wine manufacturers’ 
involvement in the wine tourism represent a way of developing the market 
they address to.   

One of the most important aspects of this form of tourism is its 
difference from the usual tourism, which may involve at a certain moment, 
maybe even by accident, elements that are considered to be specific to the 
wine tourism. The specificity of the wine tourism is given first of all by the 
motivations of the visitors – that firstly aim the wine and the culture, as well 
as the atmosphere related to them, obviously with a fundamental local 
specific – and by the planning activity undertaken by the wine 
manufacturers, which coherently aim this form of market development. 

The main motivations of the tourists involve the increasing of 
knowledge as regards wines. Their expectations materialize in increasing 
their satisfaction of drinking quality wine, better understanding the product 
and getting more information that help them in future decisions when 
buying wines. And finally, but not less important, understanding the cultural 
and local context of wine manufacturing increases their consumption 
experience. So, the winners of wine tourism are both wine consumers and 
wine manufacturers.  

The countries net importers of wine are probably those originating 
visitors involved in wine tourism. Beside these, local tourists are the ones 
predominating.  There are various countries that at international level have 
developed a coherent strategy for the development of this industry.  It seems 
to be a cluster effect (agglomeration), which means that the areas attracting 
the most tourists are those where there is the largest number of vineyards 
receiving such visitors. Visitors are gathered in small family or friends 
groups or in larger groups including tourists attracted in general by natural  
tourism as well as in wine related destinations. And finally, but not less 
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important, many of these destinations are used for the meetings organized 
for certain events from the life of large corporations (such as Managing 
Board, Board of Management, etc.). 

Most of the manufacturers involved, in developed countries, set out 
specific activities: building own restaurants, organizing concerts; 
contracting partnerships with accommodation facilities nearby (hotels, rest 
homes, etc.); facilitating access by developing specific facilities (even 
landing/taking off strips for planes, for offering flights over the vineyards 
and facilitating access of far away customers); publishing promotional 
materials; relationships with tourism agencies; building a web site for 
staying connected with the tourists.  

Local authorities in the tourism filed, as well as various wine 
manufacturers associations, play a significant role in the organization of 
events and themes with strong social impact, which out pass the activity and 
interest of a single manufacturer.  

3. Models of development of wine tourism 
Wine tourism is not a totally new concept. „Roads of wine” have 

existed, for instance, in Germany ever since the 1920’s In the 1970’s, all 11 
large wine regions of Germany had their own such road. In France there is 
an important tradition of the wine tourism. Yet, as the wines in this country, 
the wine tourism is considered luxury tourism. The most popular 
destinations are Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne, Valley of Rhone and 
Valley of Loire. The vacation includes accommodation to luxury hotels, 
visit of large and famous vineyards in the area (including medieval castles, 
well known owners of quality vineyards), museums, local feasts, etc. Meals 
and judging the wines’ flavor obviously play an essential role, thus the 
visitors are being given various sorts of wine at each meal.   

Recently, Hungary is the first manufacturer country in Central and 
Eastern Europe such a form of wine tourism with the „Villany  Siklos” road 
of wine in Baranya county in 1995 (later on followed by  Tokay – Hegyalja 
road of wine).Beside these „Road of wine”, largely used as form of 
marketing, national authorities in the tourism field promoted various theme 
events specifically associated with wine. In Hungary, National Tourism  

Office stated the year 1999 the „Year of gastronomy and wine” in 
Hungary, trying to encourage and develop the presence of this product in the 
consciousness of Hungarian and foreign consumers. These initiatives 
strongly underline the association of local cuisine and the major role played 
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by the wine in enhancing its qualities. Also these initiatives aim to get the 
occidental tourist familiar with the Hungarian cuisine and wines. On the 
other side, the wine festivals are widely popular both in the European 
countries and the New World. In Germany, there are more than 1250 wine 
festivals, ranging from specific events of small states to those organized in 
the large cities. Moselle vine grapes region organizes an average of 300 
festivals a year, many of them on the road of wine in this region, regularly 
passed through by tourists by bike. 

In Romania as well there are such local initiatives, although it may 
be asserted they lack advertising and promotion at international level. As 
general rule, these festivals are organized by local public authorities and 
there is no strong correlation with wine manufacturers and their attempt to 
use these events for obtaining the loyalty of the consumers or educating 
them. Moreover, although there are some praiseworthy initiatives of some 
local public authorities like ANTREC – National Association of Rural and 
Ecological Tourism – the effective involvement of wine manufacturers is 
minimal and so the results are poor when it comes to associating these 
events with a certain name mark. More than that, their advertising is very 
low. These festivals are mostly local, which may yet represent a good 
premise for using them for aims directly correlated to the wine marketing. 
Among the main events, we may mention: June (Cotnari); September 
(Odobeşti); October (Bucharest, Focşani, Vrancea, Timişoara). The optimal 
use of these events by wine manufacturers is conditioned by their 
involvement in the organization and deployment of these events and the 
success of associating their own name mark with the respective events. 

In spite of these public initiatives and of various associations, there 
should be mentioned that wine manufacturers’ participating to wine tourism 
and including this niche market into their marketing strategy and presence 
on the market should take an active form, so that the respective 
manufacturers really benefit from the above mentioned events. In order to 
become active in this activity and to get benefices from this niche market, a  
wine manufacturer should have an active presence. 

4. Possibilities to develop wine tourism 
The vineyard regions in Romania are spread all around the country, 

being situated around many tourist centers and routes. A large number of 
tour operators in Romania supply holiday tours specialized on wine tourism. 
Some vineyards offer tours and judging wines’ flavors both for group and 
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individual tourism. Initially created as an advertising exercise, they became 
in some cases touristic attractions with many commercial possibilities 
beyond the promotion of the respective vineyard as a trade mark. There are 
also some wine museums (like the one in Huşi – the museum displays wine-
grape vine objects and installations, medals and diplomas from different 
wine contests), illustrating that there has been wine tradition in Romania 
ever since the Daci time. 

The vineyards need to be encouraged to develop even more by 
offering high quality and “tasty” touristic experiences as independent 
bridges of touristic, representing a special interest for visitors and enhancing 
the rural image and the pleasant environment of the country. 

Some roads of the wine have been created especially in Alba. 
Though few people are likely to visit each vineyard on a certain route, these 
routes encourage visitors to follow adjacent roads and enjoy the beauty and 
the serenity of rural landscapes. They also encourage the use of 
accommodation and other touristic facilities.    

The number of tourists that came especially in the vineyards of 
Romania for holidays reached in 2007 at about 2,200 persons. More than 
three quarters of the tourists that go in holidays especially for the vineyards 
are foreign. Romanian usually visit there areas only because they already 
are nearby spending their holidays. The market of wine tourism in Romania 
could reach in 2008 the amount of about 1.5 - 2 millions euros. Visiting a 
wine-cellar, wine tasting packages included, starts from about 50 euros per 
person and goes up to a few hundreds euros. The number of persons 
spending a mini-holiday in the vineyards of Romania this year is estimated 
to increase with 20% as compared to the year 2007; and, in the conditions of 
a stringer promotion and increase of the wines’ quality in Romania, in the 
next 5 years we may talk about a 100% increase.  

5. Opportunities of wine tourism in the V West Region 
Situated among the 8 the most representative grape vine areas of 

Romania, the V west Region includes 2 large regions: grape vine region of 
Banat hills (independent grape vine centers) including the habitat: Buzias 
(Dealul Silagiului), Dealul Tirolului(Doclin, Fizes),Moldova Noua(Macesti, 
Radima,Pojejena),Recas(Izvin,Dealu Vechi, Horneacova,Dealu Viilor,Dealu 
Tiganului);the grape vine region of Crişana hills, including the 
habitat:Maderat(Siria,  Dealul Domnesc,  Galsa,  Pâncota,  Dealul Ciresilor, 
Dealul Bocrita,  Dealul Zanoaga), Minis(Paulis,  Covasint, Dealu Lung, 
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Baratca, Dealu Soarelui, Dealu Crucii, Cuvin, Dealu Curtii, Ghioroc, Dealul 
Daicani). Here, famous for the activities in the wine tourism field, is in 
Timiş “ Cramele Recas “which is a Romanian-British company with 100% 
private capital shares that organizes a wine festival and systematically 
organizes wine tasting.  The star of the vineyards from Arad area is Miniş; 
at present, wine tasting is being organized in Miniş-Măderat vineyard, at the 
wine-cellars from Păuliş.Private initiative has not investigated enough yet 
the synergic effects induced by the combined promotion of export offers of 
tourism, wine, ecological agriculture, glass manufactory and traditional 
handicrafts. For instance, new segments of the wine tourism could combine 
the specific of rural environment with the green agriculture or with the 
traditional handicraft. Another example could be: stimulating the 
manufacturing of wine bottles in the country for the needs of Romanian 
wine manufacturers. In the wine tourism, the capacity to use synergies, 
between this activity and others from the handicraft or ecological food field, 
at regional and local level is still poor because local business communities 
lack the ability to develop business alliances for this purpose.   

That is why it is necessary to create these synergies through business 
alliances between companies and associations acting especially at regional 
level. This could be possible by creating a regional wine cluster. 
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